New River CNA CLASSES SET IN POCAHONTAS COUNTY BEGINNING FEB. 9; INTERVIEWS BEGIN FRIDAY

Certified Nursing Aide training will be given in Pocahontas County beginning Feb. 9 through March 5 by New River Community and Technical College Greenbrier Valley Campus.

"Those wishing to be in the first training class need to telephone us immediately, as interviews for begin Friday, Jan. 23 (Friday) and continue Monday, Jan. 26," says Sandra Dixon, assistant to the dean of the New River GVC. The interviews will be scheduled between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., but Dixon assures that other times can be arranged if needed.

“We have been working hard to get all of the permissions through various related agencies so that we can offer these classes, and we hope there will be a full class for our opening training sessions,” she adds.

Interested students need to contact Dixon at 304-647-6560.

The CNA training is just one of a growing number of classes offered by New River GVC in Pocahontas County.
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